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Abstract 

Robot-assisted telesurgery is a relatively new concept in hospitals and other medical 

organizations. A tele-operated system lacks the natural perceptual signals humans use during 

regular surgery. Especially haptic feedback forms a promising additional modality for 

telesurgery as it has not been used often in combination with visual and auditory feedback. In 

manual vitreoretinal eye surgery, natural haptic feedback forces are low or non-existent 

because of the sensitive tissues involved. The majority of forces during retinal surgery were 

tested in other research to be below 7.5mN, of which less than 20% was actually detected. In 

turn, tele-operated systems lacking a type of haptic feedback are found to be less accurate in 

positioning and more prone to error. Adding or augmenting haptic feedback to robot-assisted 

systems could thus prove to be beneficial to both current and future vitreoretinal procedures. 

Preceyes is a company that is specialized in medical robotics. Precision, safety and efficiency 

are key aspects of robot-assisted surgery. The applicability of and search for robotic feedback 

to surgeons was the initial motivation to start our collaboration with Preceyes. Therefore, this 

research explored multiple ways of haptic feedback in a tele-operated system, in addition to 

visual only and a combination of visual and haptic feedback. Among these types of feedback, 

a distinction between soft and hard limit haptic behavior was tested which allowed or 

disallowed retinal penetration with the controller. Both subjective and objective system 

ratings were measured. The subjective measure comprised an adapted System Usability Scale 

questionnaire. The objective measures consisted of error rate, average speed and average time 

for each trial. These measures are compared pair-wise and also between each type or 

combination of feedback. 

Differences between expert and non-expert users appeared in terms of task approach, but not 

in usability and accuracy. Especially a hard haptic limit proved helpful to detect the retinal 

boundary and thus decrease error rate. The hard haptic limit also proved to not hinder users, 

and actually increased usability. There was no difference found between linear and quadratic 

curved haptic feedback. A haptic only setting seems to perform better for both subjective and 

objective performance compared to visual only feedback. Moreover, a combination of haptic 

and visual feedback offers better results for usability and failure rate. 

Further research with a more realistic setting should be conducted, in addition to exploring the 

effect of haptic feedback for a larger number of expert users. The obtained results could then 

be generalized more reliable to a larger population. Nevertheless, the results of the current 

study noted above offer some promising motivations to add haptic feedback in vitreoretinal 

surgery. 
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1 Introduction 

Microsurgery, a type of surgery that utilizes a microscope, dates back to 1921, where otologist 

Carl Olof Nylén built and used a monocular microscope for ear surgery (Nylén, 1954). Not 

much later, his colleague Gunnar Holmgren developed a binocular microscope to be used in 

1922 (Holmgren, 1922). It is not until the year of 1995 in which the first robotic teleoperation 

systems for microsurgeries are tested (Schenker, Das, & Ohm, 1995). The main advantage of 

using robots in surgery is the capability to down-scale movements for more precise motion. 

Especially in small and delicate places such as the eye, performing a robot-assisted surgery 

accompanies faster and safer operations. In addition, the arrival of modern computers and 

other technological advancements offered robots numerous increased abilities in 

microsurgery. The first commercial teleoperation system, called the ‘da Vinci’, was approved 

and marketed in 2000 (Intuitive Surgical, 2016a). 

Because the use of robotic systems in microsurgery is relatively new, much still has to be 

learned about both the input to control this system and output to inform its user. Clear 

advantages of surgery robots are motion scaling and, with the help of computers, access to 

information through several sensors but also more precise output by using computer 

algorithms. These algorithms in turn are used to e.g. filter hand shaking or change movement 

speed depending on an instrument’s location. The main disadvantage of using a robot system 

however, is the lack of sensory feedback. In a normal situation, surgeons have access to 

(limited) touch, feeling forces and vibrations while using their instruments. When controlling 

a robot system with the master controller, this information is not offered by the system. For 

this reason, it is interesting to find out which type of feedback is essential for vitreoretinal 

microsurgery. While the noted lack of haptic feedback is important, it is possible that this can 

be overcome by either visual or auditory feedback. Especially in the field of vitreoretinal 

surgery, the forces felt in manual operations are significantly small and possibly even unused. 

Besides a comparison of possible substitutable responses, an analysis of the consequences 

(speed, error rate, etc.) of adding these types of feedback to a robotic system should be done. 

This research will focus on robotic systems used in vitreoretinal eye surgery. Various surgical 

approaches and procedures for many different eye conditions are performed in present 

surgery. Our research is part of EurEyeCase
2
, a collaboration of EU funded organizations that 

focus on a subset of possible vitreoretinal procedures. For this reason, the current study will 

limit the targeted procedures to vitrectomy, membranectomy and central retinal vein 

cannulation. Vitrectomy is a procedure to remove the gel-like substance in the eye. The 

majority of eye surgeries are preceded by a vitrectomy before continuing with further 

procedures. In membranectomy, known as epiretinal membrane (ERM) peeling, a scar-tissue-

like membrane is removed from the retina. The third procedure is applied in case of a central 

retinal vein occlusion (CRVO). This type of order is caused by a thrombus (blood clot) that 

blocks the blood flow of the central retinal vein. Central retinal vein cannulation is a 

technique in which the blocked artery is punctured and in turn a thrombolytic agent (anti-

coagulant) is applied to dissolve the blood clot. A more detailed overview of each procedure 

is given in the next section. 
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1.1 Focus area: vitreoretinal procedures 

This research is accomplished in collaboration with Preceyes
1
, a spin-off company from the 

Technical University of Eindhoven located in The Netherlands. Preceyes is developing 

innovative robotic solutions to improve existing and enable new procedures in vitreoretinal 

surgery.  

Our study is also related to EurEyeCase, research that is funded by the EU Framework 

Programme for Research and Innovation
2
. EurEyeCase is a collaboration of several research 

institutes that aims to design innovative solutions for a select number of vitreoretinal 

procedures. In the following section the three relevant procedures for our and EurEyeCase’s 

research are discussed in more detail. 

1.1.1 Vitrectomy 

In a vitrectomy, the gel-like substance in the eye between the lens and retina is removed. This 

substance is called the vitreous humor and consists for 98-99% of water. Among the 

remaining elements are collagen and hyaluronic acid which give the vitreous humor its gel-

like behavior. The vitreous humor makes sure the eyeball maintains its shape and helps 

keeping the retina pressed against the choroid (a layer with blood vessels). 

A vitrectomy is done for various reasons. The most common ones are undesirable matters 

such as blood and extreme cases of floaters, retinal detachment and epiretinal membrane. Yet, 

vitrectomy is usually a standard process before any other vitreoretinal procedure, because 

removing the gel-like substance gives the surgeon better access to the retina. 

Removal of the vitreous humor is done by use of a surgical instrument that both cuts and 

sucks the vitreous gel. The empty space left is then filled with a saline liquid, silicon oil or gas 

to keep the retina pressed against the wall of the eye. 

1.1.2 Membranectomy 

Membranectomy or epiretinal membrane (ERM) peeling is performed when epiretinal 

membrane grows across the retina. Epiretinal membrane, often called macular pucker, is a 

layer similar to scar tissue and when growth is mild, no consequences for vision occur. The 

most common causes for ERM are retinal tears or detachments in which the formation of scar 

tissue is a natural response in the eye. 

 The ERM is removed by a very precise instrument called a forceps, that is used to delicately 

grasp and peel away the tissue. In some cases, surgeons perform a double peeling in which the 

inner limiting membrane (ILM) between the retina and vitreous body is also removed. It is 

believed removal of the ILM prevents or inhibits reoccurrence of ERM (Bainbridge & 

Gregor, 2007). In this procedure, the ILM is often stained with a indocyanine green or trypan 

blue dye that attaches to the very thin membrane for better visibility (Bainbridge & Gregor, 

2007).  

1.1.3 Central retinal vein cannulation 

An estimated 2.5 million people worldwide suffer from CRVO (Browning, 2012). At this 

moment, manual cannulation of the central vein of the retina is not possible because of the 
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precision required. Since the width of the central retinal vein is approximately 100µm (Wong, 

Klein, Klein, Meuer, & Hubbard, 2003), manually inserting a microneedle requires such effort 

that it is necessary to aid this procedure with technology. A robotic system can help surgeons 

both inhibit tremors and downscale movements to precisely inject the microneedle in the 

blood vessel. After insertion, a thrombolytic agent is perfused to dissolve the blood clot 

occurring in a central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO). In CRVO, the supply of blood to the 

retina is blocked by a thrombus in the central retinal vein. This results in partial or complete 

loss of vision. 

1.2 Research question 

For our research, we focus on types of feedback that help surgeons to perform above three 

procedures better. In this case, better means an increased performance of completion time, 

precision and usability. Both a decreased completion time and increased precision will likely 

improve surgical quality and lower risks due to (an indirectly) reduced cognitive effort. In 

addition, user friendliness will ensure a higher adaption rate of the relatively new technique of 

microsurgical robots in which this robotic feedback may be applied.  

As precision and safety are important aspects in any type of microsurgery, the system’s 

feedback should help surgeons perform better within these two fields. In vitreoretinal surgery, 

the biggest risk is posed by accidentally touching or tearing the retina and risking (partial) 

blindness. For this reason, being able to locate the retina through system feedback would be a 

major improvement compared to the current situation of manual surgery. 

The main question that is aimed to be answered in this research is: 

Which kind of (haptic and visual) system feedback increase the speed, precision and usability 

of robot-assisted vitreoretinal microsurgery? 

More specifically, to overcome the biggest risk in eye surgery (touching the retina) we aim to 

find the best possible type of feedback that provides an indication of where the retina is 

located. The information that is represented through the feedback methods to the user is the 

location of the retina. More specifically, we will test how to provide distance information 

between the surgeon’s instrument and the retina. The system feedback that is tested will be 

divided in visual and haptic types, with a larger focus on haptic feedback. Initially a third 

modality, namely auditory, was another type of feedback we would like to test. However, 

during several conversations, including talks with surgeons, we consented that adding more 

sounds to an already noisy operation room would be undesirable.  

The forms of feedback/features that can be added to a system are practically endless. To keep 

the current research viable, our experiments will hold a limited number of feedback behaviors. 

As the main focus will lie on haptic feedback, multiple ways to offer this haptic feedback will 

be tested in experiments. As a result, we are able to analyze which style of haptic feedback 

and/or a combination with visual feedback offers the best way in terms of performance and 

usability. 
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1.3 Hypotheses 

The types of feedback that are introduced in the experiment can be divided into three sets. The 

first is visual versus haptic feedback, the second being linear versus quadratically increasing 

haptic forces. The final group is a soft and hard limit haptic feedback at the retina. Within the 

experiment the elements of each set are combined to end up with several different feedback 

combinations (see the Methods section for a more extensive overview of the combinations 

used). The ‘feedback recipes’ are then compared, rendering a set of four hypotheses that can 

be stated beforehand, which will be tested in the Results section. 

Hypothesis 1: 

Hard-limit haptic behaviors result in better objective performance compared to soft-limit 

behaviors. 

In this case, having a hard limit at the retina prevents the user from exceeding the virtual 

boundary posed by the retina. The hard limit will play a safety role in preventing the user 

from making errors by penetrating the retina. Since users cannot (easily) damage the retina in 

a hard haptic behavior, they can also move faster without worrying about touching the retina. 

Consequently, a hard limit haptic behavior will decrease error rate and completion time, and 

increase speed. 

Hypothesis 2: 

Soft-limit haptic behaviors result in better subjective performance (SUS score) compared to 

hard-limit haptic behaviors. 

Much is left to be learned about usability in tele-operated systems, since most research is 

aimed towards the influence of network delays, synchronization issues and technical aspects 

on safety and performance. First, by using general human-machine interaction design 

principles we assume Hypothesis 2. Second, research by Zhang, Nelson and Oleynikov (2012) 

showed that users preferred an unconstrained control modus for robotic tool manipulations. 

So a soft-limit, being able to get past the retinal boundary if needed, gives user more freedom 

to control the instrument. This results in a higher user satisfaction and thus system usability, 

in correspondence with Nielsen’s Usability Heuristics (Nielsen, 1995). 

Hypothesis 3: 

Quadratically increasing haptic forces result in both increased objective and subjective 

scores. 

A quadratically increasing force, thus having an exponent of α = 2, would closely resemble 

Stevens’ Power law with an α = 1.7 for muscle force (Stevens, 1960). Stevens’ power law 

relates the strength of a physical stimulus (in this case the haptic force) to the perceived or 

subjective strength. By being closer to the ‘right’ perceived strength of a haptic force 

compared to linearly increasing forces, the result will be better for both types of scores. 
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Hypothesis 4: 

Offering more than one modality of feedback improves both objective and subjective scores. 

In line with Tholey, Desai and Castellanos (2005), offering multiple modalities improves task 

performance. Besides, informing users through multiple modalities reduces cognitive load and 

increases user certainty (sensory cue integration), thus increase system usability. For our 

research, this means a combination of haptic and visual feedback results in both better 

objective and subjective performance. 

2 Background 

Various research on feedback in (robotic) surgery has been done in the past few decades. 

Especially haptic feedback has been a great point of interest, considering the amount of 

literature. Van der Meijden and Schijven (2009) offer an extensive overview of haptic 

feedback research in robot-assisted minimal invasive surgery and virtual reality training. As 

noted, the majority of individual experiments show a benefit of using haptic feedback in 

minimally invasive surgery. Mainly robot-assisted surgery benefits greatly from haptic 

feedback, since current robotic systems do not offer such feedback.  

Besides haptics, other studies investigate the influence of visual and auditory feedback. For 

example Reiley, Akinbiyi, Burschka, Chang, Okamura and Yuh (2008) tested the effect of 

visual force feedback on surgical task performance. By means of a visual force feedback 

(VFF) overlay, task performance increased for surgeons without prior robotic experience. 

Nevertheless, VFF did not offer surgeons experienced with robotics any significant benefit. 

Other experiments examine the influence of sensory substitution in surgical teleoperation 

(Kitagawa, Dokko, Okamura, Bethea, & Yuh, 2004). They show that substituting haptic 

feedback with auditory and visual feedback suffices to control forces applied during the task. 

However, they acknowledge haptic feedback remains a more intuitive way to control robot-

assisted tasks. In future systems, they might combine sensory substitution along with haptic 

feedback.   

Since haptics seems to offer the most benefit for robot-assisted (micro)surgery, our research 

will mainly focus on this type of feedback. Yet, a combination of types of feedback remains 

interesting, as is shown by Tholey, Desai and Castellanos (2005). They found that a 

combination of force and visual feedback improved the level of characterizing tissue in 

minimally invasive surgery compared to visual or force feedback individually. For this 

reason, we will test whether adding visual feedback type besides haptics will improve task 

performance in robot-assisted surgery. 

2.1 Vitreoretinal Surgery 

Vitreoretinal surgery includes any surgical procedure that treats eye problems involving the 

vitreous fluid (“vitreo”) and retina (“retinal”). It is therefore a sub-specialty of eye or 

ophthalmic surgery. Vitreoretinal (VR) surgery is different from ophthalmic surgery because 

VR surgery has similarities with laparoscopic surgery, while ophthalmic surgery deals with 

operation on or around the eye. This first type of minimally invasive laparoscopic surgery is 
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also known as keyhole surgery, because the surgeon operates through small incisions. 

Compared to open surgery, laparoscopic surgery is accompanied by reduced tissue damage, 

blood loss (Kiran, Delaney, Senagore, Millward, & Fazio, 2004) and risk of infections 

(Williams, Chapman, Bonau, McGee, Boyd, & Jacobs, 1993). 

  

Figure 1a-b. Left: a schematic view of the eye during vitreoretinal surgery. Retrieved from: 
http://www.allaboutvision.com/conditions/vitreoretinal-procedures.htm.  
Right: picture of a patient’s eye during surgery showing three trocars through which the instruments 
are inserted. The upper-right trocar is attached to an infusion system to control the eye pressure or 
IOP (intraocular pressure) during surgery. 

2.2 Vitreoretinal instruments 

In vitreoretinal surgery, small tube-like trocars are put in in the sclera (the white part of the 

eye) in which the surgeon’s instruments are inserted (see Figure 1a-b). Trocars are available 

in different widths/gauges to suit the instrument’s size or surgeon’s preference. At the 

moment, trocar inner widths of 25-20 gauge (0.5 – 0.9 mm) are used in vitreoretinal surgery 

(Kellner, Wimpissinger, Stolba, Brannath, & Binder, 2007). Common instruments that can be 

inserted and utilized in the eye are light fibers, forceps, cutters, lasers and vitrectors. Besides 

these very small tools, an external microscope is used during surgery for magnified vision, 

which is highly required in this field of small scale surgery. The microscope is placed above 

the patient’s eye. The surgeon is seated behind the patient’s head that is laying down on the 

operation bed, to be able to look into the microscope (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). Since the 

average human eye has a diameter of 24 mm (Bekerman, Gottlieb, & Vaiman, 2014), not 

much space is available to maneuver the instruments. The entry point of the trocar also results 

in limited movement of the instrument, so the instruments are often switched between hands. 

For this reason, vitreoretinal surgeons have to be able to operate well with both hands.  It 

suffices to say that a large amount of training and skill is required to successfully control 

these tools and perform vitreoretinal surgery. 
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Figure 2. Typical vitreoretinal operation 
setup showing the surgeon's seated 
position and the stereo microscope. 

 

Figure 3. View of the retina from the surgeon’s point of 
view through the microscope. Copyright Mr A N Shah. 
Retrieved from https://mrshah.org/conditions/retinal-
detachment/ 

 

2.3 Vitreoretinal procedures 

Surgeons can perform a set a different vitreoretinal procedures in case of an ophthalmic 

disorder. The disorder in vitreoretinal surgery are limited to the vitreous fluid and retina. 

Vitreoretinal surgery is performed in case of several conditions. 

2.3.1 Retinal detachment 

This is a condition where a part of the retina peels off the inside of the eye. This causes 

(partial) blindness, thus a surgeon is required to reattach the retina to the eye wall. The 

detachment can be caused by trauma, disease and other causes. 

After removing the vitreous fluid, the retina needs to be reattached. This can be done by  laser 

photocoagulation or through retinal cryotherapy (cryopexy). The laser method joins the retina 

back to the inside of the eye. With cryopexy, locally freezing the area will help sticking the 

retina to the wall by forming scar tissue.  

2.3.2 Epiretinal membrane 

In ERM, a scare-like tissue is formed around the center of the retina (the macula). Epiretinal 

membrane can be initiated spontaneously (idiopathic) or by other causes such as diseases or 

trauma. ERM is mostly found in elderly people (Fraser-Bell, Guzowski, Rochtchina, Wang, & 

Mitchell, 2003). Epiretinal membrane may cause distorted or blurred vision.  

The ERM can be peeled off using a small gripper, forceps or a pick. After removal, recurrence 

of ERM is estimated around 1% (Gupta, Brown, & Brown, 2008). 
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2.3.3 Macular hole 

A macular hole is a small break in the central part of the retina (fovea), that is responsible for 

detailed vision. A defect in this area can thus result in a blurred vision. A macular hole is 

caused by inflammation or injury, but it also is related to degeneration of the macula by age 

(mostly above 60 years old). ). About 75% of all affected patients are over 65 years old 

(Bainbridge & Gregor, 2007). The severity of the macular hole depends the stage it resides in. 

Ranging from stage 1 to 4, an increased diameter of the hole means a higher stage. In the last 

three stages the macular hole covers the complete depth of the retinal nerve fiber layer, which 

is approximately 400µm (Varma, Skaf, & Barron, 1996). 

In 2010, an estimated 2.07 million people in the United States suffered from age-related 

macular degeneration (National Eye Institute, 2010a). To repair this defect, the vitreous fluid 

is removed from the eye and a mixture of air and gas is inserted into the eye. The gas mixture, 

in combination with a face-down position for several days, presses against the macula to 

slowly be reabsorbed by the eye wall (National Eye Institute, 2010c).  

2.3.4 Vitreous hemorrhage/bleeding 

A bleeding inside the eye that is frequently found in diabetic patients, as diabetes is often 

associated with damaged blood vessels in the retina (diabetic retinopathy). In the United 

States, 7.69 million people were estimated to suffer from diabetic retinopathy in 2010 

(National Eye Institute, 2010b). 

To restore vision, a vitrectomy is performed to both remove blood in the vitreous fluid and to 

be able to access the blood vessels better. In turn, a laser may be used to shrink the leaking 

blood vessels. In other cases, injections of drugs are given to decrease leakage and growth of 

abnormal vessels. 

2.3.5 Central retinal vein occlusion 

Besides the currently threated conditions that are reviewed above, another eye disorder is 

central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO). In this disorder a blood clot blocks the central retinal 

blood vein, which causes blurred vison. To manage the complications of CRVO, a laser 

treatment or injection of drugs into the eye is given to the patient. A laser treatment is 

performed to seal off leaking blood vessels or diminish abnormal blood vessels. Injections 

with anti-inflammatory corticosteroids or anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) 

drugs influence the strength of the blood-retina barrier. Still, these treatments only prevent 

further complications and do not solve the vein blockage itself.  

Thus at the moment, it is not possible with existing treatments to fully regain vision, plus 

additional complications may still develop. Directly injecting a clot-solving agent into the 

blocked vein would likely result in a better outcome. However, the required precision for this 

task exceeds human capabilities. In this procedure, a robotic surgery system could help 

increase precision and secure an instrument’s position to be able to inject the solution into the 

retinal vein.   
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2.4 Tele-operated surgery 

Tele-operated surgery, or telesurgery, offers surgeons a way to operate on a patient without 

being present on the same location. A robotic-assisted surgery system enables a user to 

operate with more precision and control compared to manual techniques. A well-known 

telesurgery system is the Da Vinci Surgical System made by Intuitive Surgical, which was 

approved in 2000. Since then, over 3 million procedures are done worldwide with the Da 

Vinci (Intuitive Surgical, 2016b). 

Each tele-operated system consists of three main components: the master, the slave and the 

control system (Figure 4). Between these three components lies a cycle comprising the action 

of the user and the reaction of the system. Depending on the movement of the user (through 

the master), the slave reacts and offers (through the control system) the user some type of 

feedback, which in turn can be responded to. 

 

Figure 4. Overview of a tele-operated system. The three rectangular shaped components comprise the 
tele-operated surgical system. The oval shaped parts represent the external influences, being the user 
and the environment. Input and output is a continuous cycle in the system. 

2.4.1 Master component and user 

The master component of a tele-operated system in a general context encompasses the input 

from the user to the system. This input is usually handled by a (electro)mechanical device that 

can be controlled through human movement. Besides input from the operator, information 

from sensors incorporated in the robot could also be offered to the operator in terms of 

sensory feedback. In short, the master system incorporates the connection between the user 

and the control system. 

In a surgical context, haptic or force feedback is useful to efficiently operate and prevent 

damage to the patient. Besides force feedback, depth perception -and vision in general- is 

important to control the robotic system. Depth perception can be obtained by a 3D screen or 

console implemented in the master system. In addition to haptic and visual information, 

auditory signals are usually used to warn or inform users about certain (critical) events. To 

accurately mimic the natural interaction between surgeon and patient, a tele-operated system 

should offer multimodal sensory feedback to the user. Different modalities are suited for 

different types of information. For example, visual feedback offers spatial information while 

haptic feedback gives users a notion of exerted forces. Nevertheless, the robotic-assisted 

system should only offer relevant information to prevent the user from being overloaded. On 

top of this, the delay of the loop of signals between each component should be as small as 

possible. 
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Besides handling input to the control system and offering feedback, a comfortable position for 

the user is also an essential part of the design. Especially in a surgical context, where 

procedures can take several hours, a seated position without any discomfort should be part of 

the telesurgery system. 

2.4.2 Slave component and environment 

The slave component of the tele-operated system involves the actuator. The actuator is the 

moving part of the system that controlled through signals by the control system. In addition, 

the slave can be equipped with sensors that send back signals from measurements of the 

environment to the control component. In a surgical system, the slave is fitted with 

instruments that are used during operation. A (human) operation assistant can manually 

change these instruments during surgery. Because the slave is placed in the operation room 

and comes into direct contact with a patient, precautions to ensure sterility have to be taken 

into account. This means the parts or whole construction of the slave should be easy to 

disinfect or easy to cover by a sterile material. 

2.4.3 Control System 

The control system processes every signal coming from and to both the master and slave 

component. An important aspect is the amount of time that is needed between calculations to 

update both the input and output signals. A delay between input and output can hinder 

performance, usually in terms of accuracy in controlling the device. This time delay or latency 

is impossible to avoid, but can be kept at a minimum by using fast systems, better hardware 

and smart algorithms that keep processing times as low as possible. Research by Ellis, Young, 

Adelstein and Ehrlich (1999) has found that human can notice a visual latency of around 

30ms, and possibly even lower. Because tele-operation systems are capable of offering 

multiple modalities at once, other researchers investigated perceptible latencies between each 

modality. Vogels (2004) found that the maximum delay should be below 45ms to remain 

unnoticeable, with latencies close to 0ms as preferable. 

Besides latency, system bandwidth is another key part of the control system. Because a user’s 

movements are tracked by the master component, the system has to ensure the position data is 

updated accordingly. To work with a real-time system, these sensor readings need to be 

refreshed frequently enough to track human motion. According to Brooks (1990), a minimum 

system bandwidth of 4Hz and a maximum of 10Hz is required for optimal tele-operated 

performance. The system used in our experiments is capable of measuring and calculating 

forces and positions over 2000 times per second (2048Hz), so the precision of the user is not 

hindered by the system. 

3 Methods  

3.1 Conditions 

The main focus of this research is to be able to locate the retina by the surgeon and to prevent 

penetration. Our experiments will therefore test a variety of four different ways of haptic 

feedback to fed back this information to the person controlling the teleoperation system. In 
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addition to these four forms of haptic feedback, we will investigate whether including visual 

feedback improves surgery task performance. The visual information offered to the user is 

combined with the haptic feedback. 

These four types of haptic feedback form the separate base conditions of our experiment. 

Additionally, the supplementation of visual feedback will form an extra four conditions. In 

total we will investigate 8 different conditions: four types of haptic feedback without 

additional feedback, three types with visual feedback and a fourth visual only feedback. For 

procedural reasons, the fourth haptic-visual feedback combination was unfortunately not 

tested. Both haptic and visual feedback represent the distance of the instrument tip to the 

retina. More details on the different conditions can be found in the Experimental Design 

section. 

3.2 Measurements 

The measurements obtained in our experiment aim to find both an objective and subjective 

performance rating. For the objective ratings we use real-time components of the system such 

as location, number of attempts and speed which can be assessed without notifying the user. 

As subjective measure, a usability questionnaire will capture the subjective ratings of the 

different conditions. 

3.2.1 Performance 

During the experiment, the real-time Cartesian coordinates of the x-, y- and z-location of the 

instrument are saved with a sample frequency of 20Hz, sufficient for human movement 

tracking (Brooks, 1990). From these readings, the number of attempts, average speed and time 

per attempt and number of retinal penetrations for each condition are obtained. The average 

speed was measured in the z-direction, and processed millimeters per second. The average 

time for each attempt was measured between entering the 5mm boundary and leaving the 

5mm boundary, and processed in milliseconds.  

According to Fitts’ law (Fitts, 1954) the distance to a target and width of a target both 

influence the difficulty of a target selection task. Smaller or more distant targets are harder or 

take more time to accurately target. In performing a task there is thus a tradeoff between 

precision and speed. For this reason we want to measure both average time for each attempt to 

approach the retina and the amount of erroneous attempts. In manual tasks performed by 

humans, higher movement speed relates to shorter completion times but lower accuracy and 

vice versa. When performing tasks in combination with a robot, more precision or speed (or a 

combination of these) may be offered by the system.    

3.2.2 Usability 

The System Usability Scale or SUS (Brooke, 1996) is a widely used questionnaire to measure 

usability. It includes a list of 10 items on usability with 5 response options each ranging from 

Strongly agree to Strongly disagree. Nowadays it can be seen as an industry standard with 

references in over 1200 publications (Brooke, 2013). Besides, SUS can be used on small 

sample sizes while still offering reliable results. In addition, there is only a moderate 

correlation between SUS scores and task performance (Sauro, 2011). 
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For our purpose we slightly adapted the standard SUS questionnaire with more applicable 

questions. For example we changed very general questions such as “I found the various 

functions in this system were well integrated” with questions more specific to the task 

presented. Nevertheless we kept the alternating positive and negative questions to prevent 

‘auto-piloting’ the questionnaires, which could reduce the reliability of the results. Since the 

adapted version could not be compared to the original SUS anymore, we used our own 

scoring system. Each answer scaled between 1 and 5. The scores of negative questions were 

reversed so 1 = 5, 2 = 4 and 3 = 3. The minimum total score would thus be 10 (10*1) and the 

maximum total score would be 50 (10*5). The total score was normalized by using the 

following formula: 

Equation 1. Normalized usability score 

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒_𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =  
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 −  10

40
 

In this way a number between 0.00 and 1.00 expresses the usability score for each condition. 

A score of 1.00 would mean a perfect score on usability, while a score of 0.00 would be the 

lowest rating of usability possible. 

3.3 Experimental Design 

3.3.1 Haptic feedback 

The experiment consists of four base conditions which are formed by four (2x2) different 

haptic behaviors of the feedback given by the controller system. Three of the base conditions 

are supplemented by adding visual feedback on top of the active haptic modus, making a total 

of seven haptic conditions. The eighth condition consists of a visual only condition. All haptic 

feedback modes will be active between 5mm and 0mm from the virtual retina. 

The four different haptic behaviors will be: 

I. Soft-limit-linear. 

This behavior is called soft limit, as it can be exceeded by the user. Reaching 

towards this limit will result in the system pushing in the opposite direction, 

linearly to the distance from the retina. The maximum force was set at 1N and was 

reached at the retina. Moving beyond the retina does not increase the pushing 

force.   

II. Soft-limit-quadratic. 

The soft limit can be exceeded by the user. In this behavior, the controller will 

quadratically increase in pushing force reaching the soft limit. Maximum force 

was set at 1N and was reached at the retina. Pushing force is not increased from 

this point onwards. 

III. Hard-limit-linear. 

A preset limit of the instrument’s position is used. Reaching towards this limit will 

result in the master controller pushing with a certain force in the opposite direction 

the controller is being pushed, linearly to the distance from the retina. The preset 
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limit cannot be exceeded without excessive force. To achieve this, a virtual plane 

with a very high stiffness (20.000N/m) was set at the retina’s position. 

IV. Hard-limit-quadratic. 

A preset limit of the instrument’s position is used. Reaching towards this limit will 

result in the controller system pushing in the opposite direction, quadratically to 

the distance from the retina. The hard limit cannot be exceeded without excessive 

force. A virtual plane with a very high stiffness (20.000N/m) was set at the retina’s 

position. 

In addition to the haptic forces being offered in each haptic behavior, a small damping force 

was added. A damping of 5Ns/m was added on the virtual plane at 5mm from the retina, while 

a damping of 1Ns/m was added at the retina. The latter one was only active when the hard 

limit was enabled. These damping add-ons were needed to prevent any unwanted oscillations 

of the controller and proved to be an effective way to critically damp the controller when left 

uncontrolled. This unwanted movement was caused by the frictionless character of the haptic 

controller. Given the low speed at which vitreoretinal surgery, and thus our experiment, is 

conducted, we assumed these low damping forces would not influence the results. During 

prior tests and our experiments we observed movement speeds below 10mm/s (0.01m/s), 

resulting in a maximum damping force of 0.05N at 5mm from the retina or 0.01N at the 

retina. As these values are only a fraction of the maximum haptic feedback force (1N), the 

damping forces were assumed to not influence the outcome of the experiment.  

3.3.2 Visual feedback 

The experimental visual type of feedback for indicating the distance involves a circle that 

continuously decreases in size. At a distance of 5mm from the retina, a circle is shown on the 

retina with its center matching the instrument’s tip (Figure 5). Decreasing the distance 

between the instrument tip and retina will linearly decrease the circle’s diameter. At a distance 

of 0 (and below), the diameter of the circle will be 0. At a distance from the retina above 

5mm, the circle is not shown on screen. 

 

Figure 5. Early graphical example of the visual feedback. A circle is displayed when the instrument's 
tip is within 5mm from the retina. Decreasing the distance will decrease the size of the circle, giving 
continuous feedback of the distance from the retina. The center of the circle corresponds to the x- and 
y-location of the instrument’s tip. 

The visual feedback is tested solely without any haptic feedback, but also in combination with 

three types of haptic feedback. This way we can test whether either haptic or visual feedback 
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delivers better results. Table 1 gives an overview of the different conditions used in our 

experiment. 

Table 1. Overview of the conditions and abbreviations of the conditions used in the experiment. 
Behavior III and IV include a hard limit that cannot be exceeded by the user. Behavior I and II only 
have a soft limit that can be surpassed by the user. Forces and visual feedback will have the 
maximum value at and past the retina.  

Type Haptic Haptic + Visual Visual 

Behavior I Soft-

limit-linear 

soft-lin (A) vis-soft-lin (F)  

Behavior II Soft-

limit-quadratic 

soft-sq (B) vis-soft-sq (G)  

Behavior III Hard-

limit-linear 

hard-lin (C) vis-hard-lin (H)  

Behavior IV Hard-

limit-quadratic 

hard-sq (D) Not tested for 

procedural reasons 

 

None   Vis (E) 

3.4 Subjects 

A mixed group of one surgeon and five university students have participated in the study. The 

surgeon (aged 40 years) has over 5 years of experience with vitreoretinal surgery. The group 

of five students, considered non-experts, were aged between 20 and 30 years. 

Each participant experienced all eight conditions. The mixed composition of the group made 

it possible to compare between expert (surgeons) and non-expert users. All participant data 

except for one was used for analyzing the results. This participant was the only one that 

managed to penetrate through the retina in the hard limit haptic feedback condition, 

something that requires a large amount of force. According to our calculations, a force close 

to 6N was used by this participant. This is considered highly inappropriate for vitreoretinal 

purposes. The data of the hard limit feedback condition for this participant was excluded from 

analysis. 

3.5 Instruments 

As testing on living subjects in this stage of the microsurgery robot development is not yet 

possible, tests were done in a virtual surgery environment. The environment included a stereo 

image simulation displayed on a single computer monitor. The display is a LG Flatron 

IPS231P-BN 23-inch monitor with 1920x1080 pixels. 

To offer a simulated 3D-environment to the user, a Wheatstone stereoscope (Stereo Aids 

SA200LCD) was used to merge both left and right images. A Wheatstone stereoscope uses a 

pair of angled mirrors to reflect the displayed images for the left and right eye. Projecting one 

image on each eye resembles a three-dimensional projection, thus making one believe you 
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view a multidimensional image (Wheatstone, 1838). The Stereo Aids stereoscope was used 

for multiple reasons. First it does not display screen flicker, thus increasing user comfort. 

Second, it requires no additional expensive hardware to work. Third, the setup time is 

minimal and still provides a very good sense of depth. 

 

Figure 6. The Haptic Master device offered by MOOG that was used in the experiments. 

The typical instruments used during the surgery tasks were also displayed digitally onscreen. 

In turn, these instruments were controlled using a Haptic Master device by MOOG
3
(see 

Figure 6), a company that is specialized in control and motion technology . The Haptic Master 

device is based on the Simodont Dental trainer. 

The Haptic Master device offers frictionless, high dexterity and high precision input and 

output to and from the system. The real-time computer embedded in the haptic device 

calculates positions, forces and velocities at a rate of 2048Hz. The haptic controller of the 

MOOG prototype device consists of a stick resembling the handle of a surgical instrument. 

The physical movement of the controller resides between three different directions, namely x, 

y and z. With the center of the control handle being at [0,0,0] the maximum physical 

movement is 34.2mm, 47.8mm and 48.2mm in both negative and positive x, y and z-

direction, respectively. 

The system connecting every component of the surgery simulation was a HP Z10 workstation, 

including an Intel® i5-2500 processor running at 3.3GHz, 8GB RAM, Intel® HD Graphics 

2000 and a 64-bit Microsoft® Windows® 7 operating system. The software needed for the 

simulation was coded in C++ in Visual Studio 2013.  

3.6 Task 

The task used in the experiment involved the most common but important part of the three 

surgical procedures discussed in section Focus area: vitreoretinal procedures. The common 

factor between these procedures is the risky approach towards the retina, being close enough 

to peel the membrane or shave vitreous fluid, but far enough not to damage the retina. 
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The total graphical environment consists of two parts. First, the background of the screen 

resembled a retinal image, including the fovea (central spot of the retina) and the optic disk 

(blind spot). The second part entails the instrument depicted onscreen that is controlled by the 

haptic device (Figure 7). Besides the graphical part, forces are calculated by the system in 

real-time and presented through the haptic controller. 

In the task, participants had to approach the retina as close as possible, without touching it. 

They would use the different feedback types to obtain a notion of proximity to the retina. A 

minimum of 10 trials for each condition was required, although participants were free to 

perform an approach more often. Approaching the retina as close as possible is a simple but 

effective way to mimic the movements of a surgeon during procedures such as vitrectomy or 

membrane peeling. 

 
 

Figure 7. Complete simulation setup showing the participant, Wheatstone stereoscope, MOOG Haptic 
Master controller and a computer monitor with the stereo image. 
 

3.7 Procedure 

Participants were tested in a repeated measures design on all eight conditions. These eight 

conditions consisted of four haptic behaviors, one visual behavior and three combinations of 

haptic and visual behavior. Participants underwent a simulated task that was related to the 

three procedures this research focuses on: vitrectomy, membranectomy and central retinal 

vein cannulation. Before each test, a practicing period was introduced to the participant. The 

length of this period was indicated by participant itself, when he or she felt ready for the 

actual test. This way, the user would have the chance to get used to each type of feedback 

behavior. Between each test, a small break was given to participants to relax and stretch their 

muscles. 

Software running on the computer logged all measurements described in the Measurements 

section. After each series of trials, a questionnaire was offered to register the subjective 

measurements in terms of usability. After experimentation, participants were thanked and 

offered a suitable compensation. 
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4 Results 

The results and analysis are split in an objective and subjective part. The subjective part 

consists of the results obtained from the usability questionnaire. This result is a score based on 

the answers given on each question in the questionnaire. The other measurements are 

considered objective and will each be processed separately. Testing for normality of our data 

through statistical tests (e.g. Shapiro-Wilk and Kolmogorov-Smirnov) reached significant 

levels, thus hinting towards non-normal data distribution. However, visual inspection 

(histograms, Q-Q-plots) and kurtosis and skewness values remained within limits, giving 

enough reason to satisfy data normality assumptions. 

Unfortunately, the data of the visual-hard-quadratic condition could not be used for the 

analyses. For this reason it is excluded from the results.  

A repeated measures analysis is done to compare between each combination of behavior, to 

be able to compare between linear, quadratic, soft and hard haptic modes, plus visual modes 

and their combinations. In addition, ANOVA analyses are performed with independent 

variables being each modality group (visual, haptic or a combination) of behavior, and the 

subjective and objective measures as dependent variables. A MANOVA with limit type, 

visual feedback and force curve type as independent variables performed, with all four 

measures as dependent variables. In turn, the outcome of this analysis indicates which factors 

of feedback behavior has significant influence and thus offers the best results in terms of 

performance assessed by our measures. 

4.1 Experts vs non-experts 

Because there is a possibility the results between experts and non-experts differ significantly, 

tests were done to find any differences. An ANOVA for each measurement was conducted to 

find the effect of expertise on these. These results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 8a-d. 

Table 2. ANOVA results for testing the effect of expertise on each measurement. Green indicates a 
significance level of p<=0.05. 

 Effect size of expertise (F) Significance level (p) 

Usability 2.849 0.099 

Failure rate 2.063 0.158 

Average speed per attempt 18.680 0.000 

Average time per attempt 5.747 0.021 
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a. 

 
b. 

 
c. 

 
d. 

Figure 8a-d. Graphs of each measurement for all conditions. The differing lines represent student or 

surgeon expertise. 

For measurements were a difference between expert and non-expert was deemed significant 

(average speed and time per attempt), the results are split between experts and non-experts. 

The surgeon’s average moving speed was significantly lower compared to students. Besides, 

and related to the average speed, the average time for each attempt was significantly higher 

for the expert participant. For usability and failure rate, the results of both surgeons and 

students were not significantly different and thus combined in the analysis. 

4.2 Usability – pair-wise comparisons 

An ANOVA was performed to check for any difference in usability scores between each 

condition. Figure 9 shows the mean usability scores of each condition.    
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Figure 9. Means of the usability scores of each condition. 

The effect of condition on usability score was significant (F(7) = 3.604, p = 0.005). 

Additional post-hoc tests (Tukey corrected) reveal several pair-wise significant differences 

between each condition. Table 3 shows the significance values of each. 

Table 3. Post-hoc test values (Tukey adjusted) of comparisons between each pair of conditions. Green 

colored values indicate p<=0.05. 

 Soft-

lin 

Soft-

sq 

Hard-

lin 

Hard-sq Vis Vis-soft-

lin 

Vis-soft-

sq 

Vis-

hard-lin 

Soft-lin X 0.205 0.212 0.324 0.965 0.227 0.043 0.002 

Soft-sq  X 1.000 1.000 0.794 1.000 0.996 0.502 

Hard-lin   X 1.000 0.777 1.000 0.999 0.619 

Hard-sq    X 0.892 1.000 0.990 0.470 

Vis     X 0.821 0.355 0.029 

Vis-soft-lin      X 0.994 0.471 

Vis-soft-sq       X 0.892 

Vis-hard-lin        X 
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A significant result in usability score between soft-linear and visual-soft-quadratic was found 

(p = 0.043). Besides, the difference between soft-linear and visual-hard-linear was also 

significant (p = 0.002). This means the soft-linear behavior performed worse in terms of 

usability compared to the visual-soft-linear and visual-hard-linear. Finally, a significant 

difference was found between the visual behavior and visual-hard-linear behavior. The visual 

only behavior resulted in worse usability performance compared to the visual-hard-linear. 

4.3 Objective performance – pair-wise comparisons 

Besides a usability rating, several objective performance measures of feedback behavior were 

measured. These were failure rate, average speed per attempt and average time per attempt. 

The results of each of these are discussed in the following section. 

4.3.1 Failure rate 

Failure rate was a calculated value to measure the accuracy of the controlling the system. It 

was calculated as: 

Equation 2. Failure rate 

𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑠

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑠
 

The erroneous attempts were attempts in which the participant penetrated the retina. This way, 

the ratio between total attempts and unsuccessful attempts is used as a means to indicate how 

accurate each type of feedback was for controlling distance. 

Figure 10 shows the mean failure rate scores of each condition including 95% confidence 

intervals. 
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Figure 10. Means of the failure rates for each condition. 

The effect of condition on failure rate was significant (F(7) = 3.975, p = 0.002). Additional 

post-hoc tests (Tukey corrected) revealed several pair-wise significant differences between 

each condition. Table 4 shows the significance values of each. 

Table 4.Post-hoc test values (Tukey adjusted) of comparisons of failure rates between each pair of 
conditions. Green colored values indicate p<=0.05, orange values are close to significance level. 

Condition Soft-

lin 

Soft-

sq 

Hard-

lin 

Hard-sq Vis Vis-

soft-lin 

Vis-

soft-sq 

Vis-

hard-lin 

Soft-lin X 0.999 0.712 0.394 0.817 0.944 1.000 0.332 

Soft-sq  X 0.941 0.714 0.491 0.703 0.999 0.645 

Hard-lin   X 1.000 0.071 0.141 0.716 0.999 

Hard-sq    X 0.020 0.045 0.398 1.000 

Vis     X 1.000 0.813 0.015 

Vis-soft-lin      X 0.942 0.034 

Vis-soft-sq       X 0.336 

Vis-hard-lin        X 
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A significant difference between hard-limit-square on the one hand and visual and visual-soft-

linear behavior were found (p = 0.020 and p = 0.045 respectively). This means the failure rate 

of the latter two was significantly larger than the hard-limit-square behavior. Besides, a 

significant difference between visual-hard-limit and visual plus visual-soft-linear was found. 

The failure rate of visual-hard-linear was significantly larger than the latter two behaviors. 

4.3.2 Speed 

Average speed per attempt was derived from the positional data obtained from the haptic 

device. The distance traveled for each attempt was 2 * 5mm (10mm in total). This distance 

was multiplied by the amount of attempts and divided by the total time of all attempts. This 

way, we derived an average speed for each attempt. 

a. b. 

Figure 11a-b. Boxplots of the average speed for each condition. Left: surgeon, right: student. 

The effect of condition on average speed per attempt was not significant (F = 1.632, p = 

0.157). In Figure 11a-b we see the average speed does increase when feedback includes a hard 

limit, for both experts and non-experts. However, because of large variances within each 

condition, this difference was not significant. 

4.3.3 Time 

The average time per attempt was calculated by dividing the total amount of time (in ms) by 

the total number of attempts. The average time is also related to the average speed. 
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a. b. 

Figure 12a-b. Means of the average time for each attempt. Left: surgeon, right: students. 

For students, the effect of condition on average time reached significance (F(7) = 3.025, p = 

0.016). A pair-wise comparison (Tukey-corrected) revealed the two significantly different 

condition pairs. The first pair was soft-linear and visual-hard-linear (p = 0.024). The second 

different pair being soft-linear and hard-square (p = 0.032). The means in Figure 12a-b show 

a decrease in time when the hard limit feedback was offered, for both expert and non-experts. 

4.4 Soft limit versus hard limit 

Hypotheses I and II involve the comparison between soft and hard limit feedback behavior. 

To compare these, each measure was analyzed with a MANOVA with limit type (soft/hard), 

presence of visual feedback (yes/no) and force type feedback (linear/quadratic) as 

independent variables. Condition visual only was excluded.  

Table 5. Results of ANOVAs comparing soft and hard limit feedback behavior for all four measures. 

Measure Soft limit - 

Hard limit 

(mean 

difference) 

df Effect size 

(F) 

Significance 

value (p) 

Usability -0.090 1 5.751 0.022 

Failure rate 0.388 1 15.540 <0.001 

Average speed 

(mm/s) 

-2.154 1 4.636 0.041 

Average time 

(ms) 

1341.4 1 8.281 0.008 

  

All four measures were significantly different between soft and hard limit behavior (Table 5). 

Average speed was significantly higher for the hard limit feedback (F = 4.636, p = 0.041). 
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The difference in usability rating for soft and hard limit behavior was also significant (F = 

5.751, p = 0.022), in favor of the hard limit feedback. On the other hand, failure rate and 

average time were significantly lower for the hard limit compared to the soft limit (p < 0.001 

and p = 0.008, respectively). 

4.5 Linear versus quadratic haptic forces 

Hypothesis III states that quadratically increasing haptic forces result in both better objective 

and subjective scores. A MANOVA with force curve, limit type and visual type as 

independent variables did not reveal any significant differences between linear and quadratic 

force feedback. Usability, failure rate, average speed and average time did not differ between 

linear and quadratic curved haptic feedback.  

4.6 Unimodal versus multimodal feedback 

In hypothesis IV, offering more than one modality (haptic, visual) of feedback was expected 

to result in better performance, both subjective and objective. Because of the significant 

differences between soft and hard limit behavior, the different feedback options could not be 

easily combined into single modality and multiple modality feedback. For this reason we 

analyzed with the different limit types and modality types as independent variables. 

The effect of modality was significant for usability and failure rate. The influence of modality 

on usability was significantly different (F(2) = 6.449, p = 0.004). Also, the influence of 

modality on failure rate was significant (F(2) = 5.684, p = 0.007). The influence of modality 

on average speed and average time was not significant. Pair-wise comparison (Tukey-

corrected) of usability revealed the difference between haptic and haptic + visual feedback 

was significant (p = 0.031). In addition, the difference in usability between visual and haptic 

plus visual feedback was also significant (p = 0.024). The difference between haptic and 

visual only feedback for usability rate was not significant. Pair-wise comparison (Tukey-

corrected) of failure rate showed a significant difference between haptic only and visual only 

feedback (p = 0.007). The difference in failure rate between visual and haptic + visual was 

close to significance level (p = 0.085). 

a. b. 
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c. d. 
Figure 13a-d. Means of each modality for all four measures. Significant differences are found between 

modalities for usability and failure rate. 

Figure 13a-d offers an overview of the mean results of each feedback modality. 

Multimodality seems to offer an improved usability, speed and average time for each attempt. 

Failure rate of multimodal feedback with a soft limit seems to be between soft-haptic and 

visual feedback. For hard limit behavior, multimodal feedback offers best performance in 

terms of failure rate. 

5 Discussion  

5.1 Findings 

Several interesting results were found during analysis. First, a significant difference in 

average speed and time per attempt was apparent between surgeon and student participants. 

Expert participants approached the retina with a much lower speed, and thus also took a 

longer time for each attempt. When safety is priority number one, time and speed are assumed 

to be related to task approach, but not task performance. The usability and failure rate 

however did not differ between each participant type, proving that the system works well for 

both experts and non-experts. 

In terms of usability, a few conditions were significantly different. The multimodal visual-

hard-linear condition proved different compared to the soft-linear and visual only condition. It 

seems participants appreciated the multiple cues that can be used for estimating the distance 

from the retina. One participant stated that the visual cue gave a hint of the physical distance, 

while the haptic forces made it easier to steady your hand in a certain position. A combination 

of these thus makes it easier to accurately control the instrument. According to Ernst and 

Banks (2002), humans are able to integrate visual and haptic information in a statistically 

optimal way. The modality with the lowest variance, thus reliability, becomes the more 

dominant one. The weights of visual and haptic information are such, that the combination of 

both variances is optimal in terms of variance or noise.  

For failure rate, the scores of both visual only and visual-soft-linear feedback were 

significantly worse compared to hard-quadratic and visual-hard-linear feedback. It seems hard 
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limit behaviors do give appropriate feedback to improve fail rate scores. A visual feedback 

without adequate haptic feedback decreases performance. This could be related to the visual 

dominance in virtual environments, as found by Srinivasan, Beauregard and Brock (1996). 

Research by Pasqualotto and Newell (2007) found related results on the role of visual 

information in haptic environments. When no hard limit or any haptic feedback is offered, 

participants may rely on visual cues to estimate distance to the retina. Besides the simplified 

vitreoretinal setup in our simulation, the spatial distances in our simulation (and in human 

eyes) are relatively small. As a result, many monocular and binocular depth perception cues 

such as relative size, texture gradient, shading, occlusion, perspective and shadow stereopsis 

are not accurate enough to perceive depth. At most, stereopsis and convergence could be used 

as visual depth cues through the Wheatstone stereoscope. First, it is likely participants relied 

on their visual perception too much, despite being less accurate, and therefore making more 

errors. Second, it is possible a soft limit feedback does not provide enough accuracy, so 

participants will choose for visual information as their dominant source of depth information. 

Comparing the results of speed between each condition, no level of statistical difference was 

obtained. The average time for each attempt was only significantly different between soft-

linear and visual-hard-linear, in favor of the latter one. 

5.2 Hypotheses 

Introducing a hard limit haptic feedback improved all four measurements significantly. 

Hypothesis I stated that a hard limit improves objective measures, being failure rate, average 

speed and average time. Hypothesis I is thus true, as a hard limit improved all three objective 

measurements. Hypothesis II can be considered false, as usability is not hindered by a hard 

limit haptic feedback. The hypothesis that user freedom and thus usability was hindered by a 

hard haptic limit is not true. Virtually all participants were positive about the hard haptic limit, 

giving the confidence to be unable to damage the retina. The expert participant expressed the 

hard limit would be a highly desirable feature for the current vitreoretinal surgery that would 

decrease the amount of concentration and mental load. A possibility for this unexpected result 

could be caused by other usability heuristics besides user freedom, namely error prevention 

and visibility of system status (Nielsen, 1995). The hard limit feedback offers users both a 

means to prevent penetration and a hint of being close to the retina. It is likely these two are 

valued more than the freedom to move around.  

When comparing a linear versus quadratic haptic feedback, no significant difference for any 

measure was found. Hypothesis III stated that quadratically curved haptic feedback resembled 

Stevens’ Power law for muscle force more closely and thus would improve objective and 

subjective performance. As there is no significant difference found, hypothesis III can be 

rejected. The combination of a low maximum force (1N) and small distance (5mm) to 

perceive the difference between linear and quadratic curved forces could result in 

unnoticeable differences. Unfortunately, there is no relevant literature on distance sensitivity 

for low haptic forces. 

Hypothesis IV assumed that multimodal feedback improved both subjective and objective 

scores. Results reveal this is indeed the case for usability and failure rate. Multimodal 
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feedback proved better than haptic only and visual only feedback for these two measures. An 

improved performance for multimodal feedback is in line with research by Tholey et al. 

(2005). Hypothesis IV can therefore be seen as partially true for subjective scores and two out 

of three objective measures. 

5.3 Limitations 

Beforehand, more explicit differences between conditions were expected. For our research, 

some aspects could have changed the outcome of the limited number of significant 

differences. The interpersonal differences between each participant were quite large, even 

when considering experts versus non-experts. The tactics between each participant also 

seemed to differ, ranging from staying at a very safe distance from the retina to trying the 

limits of reaching the retina (and risking penetration). This way, it makes it hard to compare 

between conditions as the standard deviation within each is large. A more standardized task 

would decrease interpersonal differences in task approach which influences results. 

Besides, a larger group of surgeons would make it possible to analyze within this expert 

group. As was found in the analysis, there are significant differences between experts and 

non-experts in speed and time but not in usability and failure time. Because our expert group 

was limited to one surgeon, it would be interesting to see if these same differences between 

experts and non-experts remain for larger expert groups. If the differences do remain stable, it 

could mean our system is usable and safe for both types of users, while strategies may differ. 

It is believed a more representative task could be set up and result in more accurate results. 

The realistic experiment would include shadows of instruments (that influence depth 

perception as well), simulated surgical procedures such as vitrectomy and peeling and a more 

accurate representation of the current operation room. 

6 Conclusion 

Overall, the hard limit behaviors used in our experiment were found to improve both 

subjective and objective scores. Combining more than one modality of feedback improved 

usability and failure rate scores. In some cases, quadratically increasing haptic forces 

improves usability ratings. Task approach between expert and non-expert users seem to differ, 

although usability and failure rate are similar between each user type. 

Based on our results we can conclude several things. First, the difference between linear and 

quadratic force curves is too small to make any significant difference in usability and 

objective performance. Second, there are differences between experts and non-experts in 

terms of speed and time spent. This could hint towards a system that can cope with user 

differences, for safety and user-friendliness. On the other hand, unsafe movement speeds 

could be prevented by the surgical robot to prevent tissue damage. Third, a hard haptic limit 

proves very helpful for both subjective and objective system performance. Besides decreasing 

error and time spent, the usability rating and speed increased with a hard haptic limit. It is 

highly recommended to add such a hard haptic limit for vitreoretinal telesurgery. Fourth, 

haptic feedback seemed more helpful than visual feedback. In addition, a combination of 
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these two was proven to be even better. It should be clear to prioritize a haptic feedback for 

surgeons over visual feedback, after which a combination of haptic and visual feedback offers 

best performance.  

Finally, additional research with a more accurate experimental setup that mimics surgical 

procedures and circumstances should be done. This way the results can be more reliably 

extended to a context more similar to everyday surgery. Nevertheless, our current feedback 

behaviors proved to be helpful, in both subjective and objective ways. Adding haptic feedback 

in robotic telesurgery is a promising feature to improve existing and enable new vitreoretinal 

procedures. 
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10 Appendix 

10.1 Usability Questionnaire 

Strongly disagree           Strongly agree 

 

1. I think the system was very easy to 

use. 

 

2. I think it was hard to accurately 

touch the retina. 

 

3. Controlling the system was very 

smooth. 

 

4. I would like to use this system 

frequently. 

 

5. I needed to learn a lot of things 

before I could get going with this 

system. 

 

6. I felt very confident using this 

system. 

 

7. I thought there was too much 

inconsistency in the system. 

 

8. I think I did not make many 

mistakes. 

 

9. I think that I would need the support 

of a technical person to be able to 

use this system. 

10. I would imagine that most people 

would learn to use this system very quickly. 
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10.2 C++ Code used in the experiment 

 

#include <GLFW/glfw3.h> 

#include <cstdlib> 

#include <cstdio> 

#include <cmath> 

#include <sstream> 

 

#include <Windows.h> 

#include <iostream> 

 

#include <chrono> 

#include <thread> 

 

#include "ArgParse.h" 

#include "Colors.h" 

#include "HapticDevice.h" 

#include "MathVariables.h" 

#include "Matrix.h" 

#include "Plane.h" 

#include "Rotation.h" 

#include "StlReader.h" 

#include "TextureManager.h" 

#include "Vector.h" 

 

#include "SerialClass.h" 

 

#include "HapticAPIDef.h" 

 

//video libraries openGL 

#include "GL/glut.h" 

 

using namespace MedSimGraphics; 

using namespace std; 

 

namespace { 

    void error_callback (int error, const char* description) { 

        fputs (description, stderr); 

    } 

 

    void key_callback (GLFWwindow* window, int key, int scancode, int 

action, int mods) { 

        if (key == GLFW_KEY_ESCAPE && action == GLFW_PRESS) { 

            glfwSetWindowShouldClose (window, GL_TRUE); 

        } 

    } 

 

    void CalculatePerspectiveMatrix (Matrix <4, 4>& outMatrix, float 

inFieldOfViewY, float inAspectRatio, float inNear, float inFar) { 

        const float  a (1.f / (float)tan (inFieldOfViewY / 2.f)); 

 

        outMatrix (0, 0) = a / inAspectRatio; 

        outMatrix (0, 1) = 0.f; 

        outMatrix (0, 2) = 0.f; 

        outMatrix (0, 3) = 0.f; 

 

        outMatrix (1, 0) = 0.f; 

        outMatrix (1, 1) = a; 

        outMatrix (1, 2) = 0.f; 

        outMatrix (1, 3) = 0.f; 
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        outMatrix (2, 0) = 0.f; 

        outMatrix (2, 1) = 0.f; 

        outMatrix (2, 2) = -((inFar + inNear) / (inFar - inNear)); 

        outMatrix (2, 3) = -1.f; 

 

        outMatrix (3, 0) = 0.f; 

        outMatrix (3, 1) = 0.f; 

        outMatrix (3, 2) = -((2.f * inFar * inNear) / (inFar - inNear)); 

        outMatrix (3, 3) = 0.f; 

    } 

 

    void CalculatePoseMatrix (unsigned int inEye, float inDistance, Matrix 

<4, 4>& outPose) { 

        //Pose 45 degrees downward using Haptics Coordinate Frame 

        // x: towards 

        // y: right 

        // z: upward 

        const float kSqrtHalf (Math <float>::kSqrtHalf); 

        outPose (0, 0) = 0.0f; 

        outPose (0, 1) = -kSqrtHalf; 

        outPose (0, 2) = kSqrtHalf; 

        outPose (0, 3) = 0.0f; 

         

        outPose (1, 0) = 1.0f; 

        outPose (1, 1) = 0.0f; 

        outPose (1, 2) = 0.0f; 

        outPose (1, 3) = 0.0f; 

         

        outPose (2, 0) = 0.0f; 

        outPose (2, 1) = kSqrtHalf; 

        outPose (2, 2) = kSqrtHalf; 

        outPose (2, 3) = 0.0f; 

 

        //Distance between eyes is about 6 cm 

        outPose (3, 0) = 0.03f + inEye * -0.062f; 

        outPose (3, 1) = 0.0f; 

        outPose (3, 2) = inDistance; 

        outPose (3, 3) = 1.0f; 

    } 

 

    void RenderEndEffector (const Rotation& inRotation, const Vector3& 

inTranslation) { 

        glPushMatrix (); 

        glTranslatef (inTranslation (0), inTranslation (1), inTranslation 

(2)); 

        inRotation.SetOpenGlRotation (); 

 

        glBegin (GL_QUADS); 

        glMaterialfv (GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, Colors::kWhite); 

        glMaterialf (GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, 10.0f); 

 

        const float kPi (Math <float>::kPi); 

        const unsigned int kStepCount (25u); 

        const float kLatitudeStep (kPi / kStepCount); 

        const float kLongitudeStep (kPi / kStepCount); 

 

        bool isRed (true); 

        for (float latitude (0.0); latitude < kPi; latitude += 

kLatitudeStep) { 

            isRed = !isRed; 
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            const float kZ (std::cos (latitude)); 

            const float kNextLatitude (latitude + kLatitudeStep); 

            const float kNextZ (std::cos (kNextLatitude)); 

            const float kRadius (0.005f); 

            const float kSliceFactor (std::sin (latitude)); 

            const float kNextSliceFactor (std::sin (kNextLatitude)); 

            const float kSliceRadius (kRadius * kSliceFactor); 

            const float kNextSliceRadius (kRadius * kNextSliceFactor); 

            for (float longitude (0.0); longitude < 2 * kPi; longitude += 

kLongitudeStep) { 

 

                glMaterialfv (GL_FRONT, GL_DIFFUSE, isRed ? Colors::kRed : 

Colors::kWhite); 

                isRed = !isRed; 

                const float kNextLongtitude (longitude + kLongitudeStep); 

                const float kX (std::cos (longitude)); 

                const float kY (std::sin (longitude)); 

                const float kNextX (std::cos (kNextLongtitude)); 

                const float kNextY (std::sin (kNextLongtitude)); 

 

                glNormal3f (kX * kSliceFactor, kY * kSliceFactor, kZ); 

                glVertex3f (kSliceRadius * kX, kSliceRadius * kY, kRadius * 

kZ); 

 

                glNormal3f (kX * kNextSliceFactor, kY * kNextSliceFactor, 

kNextZ); 

                glVertex3f (kNextSliceRadius * kX, kNextSliceRadius * kY, 

kRadius * kNextZ); 

 

                glNormal3f (kNextX * kNextSliceFactor, kNextY * 

kNextSliceFactor, kNextZ); 

                glVertex3f (kNextSliceRadius * kNextX, kNextSliceRadius * 

kNextY, kRadius * kNextZ); 

 

                glNormal3f (kNextX * kSliceFactor, kNextY * kSliceFactor, 

kZ); 

                glVertex3f (kSliceRadius * kNextX, kSliceRadius * kNextY, 

kRadius * kZ); 

            } 

        } 

        glEnd (); 

        glPopMatrix (); 

    } 

 

    void CalculateEffectForce(const Vector3 inPosition, string mode, string 

limit, Vector3& outForce, Plane retina) { 

        const float kDistance(inPosition.Length()); 

        const float kEffectTriggerDistance(0.00005f); 

        const float kEffectAmplitude(1.0f - kDistance / 

kEffectTriggerDistance); 

 

        float forceMax = 1.0;//1.0; //5N max 

        float distCurrent = inPosition(2); 

        float distBoundary = 0.005f; // 5mm from retina 

 

        float a = 0.0; // exponent of Force formula 

        float curve = 0.0; // constant of curve Force formula 

        float fz = 0.0; // Force in Z direction 

         

        // decide force buildup mode  
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        if (mode == "linear"){ 

            //linear curve: y = c * x 

            // calculate c 

            a = 1.0; 

            curve = forceMax / distBoundary; //200N/m = 2N/cm 

        } 

        else if (mode == "quadratic"){ 

            // quadratic curve: y = c * x^a 

            // calculate c 

            a = 2.0; 

            curve = forceMax / pow(distBoundary, a); //40.000N/m = 400N/cm 

        } 

 

        // decide position from retina 

        if (distCurrent > distBoundary){ //outside boundary 

            fz = 0.0; 

        } 

        else if (distCurrent > 0.0){ // between boundary and retina 

            fz = curve * pow((distBoundary - distCurrent), a); 

        } 

        else{ // on or behind retina 

            fz = forceMax; 

        } 

 

        outForce(0) = 0.0; 

        outForce(1) = 0.0; 

        outForce(2) = fz;        

    } 

} 

 

bool fexists(const std::string& filename) 

{ 

    ifstream ifile(filename.c_str()); 

    return (bool)ifile; 

} 

 

/* 

void playAudio(sf::Sound sound, HapticDevice hapticDevice){  

 

 

    if (hapticDevice.GetPosition()(2) <= 0.005){ 

        soundPlayer.play(); 

        sf::sleep(sf::milliseconds(hapticDevice.GetPosition()(2)*10e4)); 

    } 

     

} 

*/ 

 

int main(int inArgumentCount, char** inArgumentValue) { 

    StlReader reader("Pencil3.stl", 0.01f); 

    float scaling = 1.0f; 

 

    // Experiment settings 

    // Mode: linear/quadratic force buildup 

    string mode = "linear"; 

    //string mode = "quadratic"; 

 

    // Limit: soft/hard limit on retina 

    string limit = "soft"; 

    //string limit = "hard"; 
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    bool isHaptics = false; 

    bool isHapticsWarn = (limit == "hard"); // hard haptic limit when 

touching retina 

    bool isVisual = true; 

    bool isVisualWarn = false; // when touching retina 

    /*bool isAudio = false; 

    bool isAudioWarn = false; // when touching retina*/ 

 

    bool isLogging = false; 

    bool showPosOutput = true; 

 

    ArgParse argParse({ { "monitor", "0" }, 

    { "hapticDevice", "10.30.206.186" }, 

    { "eyeImage", "..//..//images//retina.jpg" }, 

    { "eyeHit", "..//..//images//retina_opacity.jpg" } }, 

    inArgumentCount, inArgumentValue); 

 

    /*//HapticDevice hapticDevice(argParse("hapticDevice")); 

         

    // Creating audio buffer 

    sf::SoundBuffer audioBuffer; 

    sf::Sound soundPlayer; 

    //sf::Thread audioThread(&playAudio, &soundPlayer, &hapticDevice); 

    if (isAudio){ 

        if 

(!audioBuffer.loadFromFile("C:/Users/s147421/Desktop/beep.wav")){ 

            printf("Audio loading failed..."); 

            //return; 

        } 

        soundPlayer.setBuffer(audioBuffer); 

    }   */ 

     

    if (!argParse.PrintHelp ()) { 

        glfwSetErrorCallback (error_callback); 

        if (!glfwInit ()) { 

            exit (EXIT_FAILURE); 

        } 

 

        GLFWmonitor* monitor (nullptr); 

        int monitorIndex (argParse.GetValue <int> ("monitor")); 

 

        int count; 

        GLFWmonitor** monitors = glfwGetMonitors (&count); 

 

        if (monitorIndex < count) { 

            monitor = monitors[monitorIndex]; 

        } 

 

        glfwWindowHint (GLFW_DEPTH_BITS, 16); 

        glfwWindowHint (GLFW_SAMPLES, 4); 

 

        GLFWwindow* window (glfwCreateWindow (1920, 1080, "Retina 

feedback", monitor, nullptr)); 

        if (!window) { 

            glfwTerminate (); 

            exit (EXIT_FAILURE); 

        } 

        glfwMakeContextCurrent (window); 

        glfwSwapInterval (1); 

        glfwSetKeyCallback (window, key_callback); 
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        glEnable (GL_CULL_FACE); 

        glEnable (GL_DEPTH_TEST); 

        //glEnable (GL_LIGHTING); 

        glEnable (GL_NORMALIZE); 

 

        const float kDistance (-0.3f); 

 

        const float kLightPosition[] = {0.0f, 0.0f, kDistance}; 

 

        glEnable (GL_LIGHT0); 

        glShadeModel (GL_PHONG_WIN); 

 

        HapticDevice hapticDevice (argParse ("hapticDevice")); 

 

        // create invisible plane 5mm from retina 

        Plane plane (hapticDevice, "EyePlane"); 

        plane.SetStiffness(10.0f); 

        plane.SetDamping(5.0f); 

        Vector3 pos; 

        pos(0) = 0.0f; 

        pos(1) = 0.0f; 

        pos(2) = 0.005f; //5mm 

        plane.SetPosition(pos); 

         

        // create retina boundary        

        Plane retina(hapticDevice, "Retina"); 

        retina.SetStiffness(20000.0f); //20.000N/m = 200N/cm 

        retina.SetDamping(1.0f); 

        Vector3 posRet; 

        posRet(0) = 0.0f; 

        posRet(1) = 0.0f; 

        posRet(2) = 0.0001f; 

        retina.SetPosition(posRet); 

        retina.Disable(); 

 

        if (isHapticsWarn){ // enable hard limit 

            retina.Enable(); 

        }                

 

        TextureManager textureManager; 

 

        const unsigned int kEyeTextureID (0u); 

        const unsigned int kEyeHitID (1u); 

        textureManager.LoadTexture(argParse("eyeHit"), kEyeHitID); 

        textureManager.LoadTexture(argParse("eyeImage"), kEyeTextureID); 

         

        // Open log file 

        std::ofstream logfile; 

        if (isLogging){ 

            int filecount = 0; 

            string filepath = ("C:/Users/s147421/Desktop/"); 

            string name = filepath + "log" + std::to_string(filecount) + 

".txt"; 

 

            // Check if log file exists, increase number 

            while (fexists(name)){ 

                filecount += 1; 

                name.clear(); 

                name = filepath + "log" + std::to_string(filecount) + 

".txt"; 

            } 
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            std::ostringstream filename; 

            filename << name; 

            logfile.open(filename.str()); 

            logfile << "microseconds_since_start" << "," << "PosX" << "," 

<< "PosY" << "," << "PosZ" << "," << "RotX" << "," << "RotY" << "," << 

"RotZ" << "\n";// Labels for first row of log 

        } 

            // Start timer for logging 

            auto time = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now(); 

            auto start_time = time; 

            auto time_prev = time; 

         

        // Run simulation 

        while (!glfwWindowShouldClose (window)) { 

            float ratio; 

            int width, height; 

            glfwGetFramebufferSize (window, &width, &height); 

            ratio = width / (float)height; 

            glDrawBuffer (GL_BACK); 

            glClear (GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT); 

 

            const Vector3& kHapticPosition (hapticDevice.GetPosition ()); 

            const Rotation& kHapticRotation (hapticDevice.GetRotation ()); 

                     

            if (isLogging){ 

                time = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now(); 

                auto elapsed = time - time_prev; 

                auto time_since_start = time - start_time; 

                long long microseconds = 

std::chrono::duration_cast<std::chrono::microseconds>(elapsed).count(); 

                long long microseconds_since_start = 

std::chrono::duration_cast<std::chrono::microseconds>(time_since_start).cou

nt(); 

                if (microseconds >= 50000) { 

                    logfile << microseconds_since_start << "," << 

kHapticPosition(0) << "," << kHapticPosition(1) << "," << 

kHapticPosition(2) << "," << kHapticRotation(0) << "," << 

kHapticRotation(1) << "," << kHapticRotation(2) << "\n"; 

                    time_prev = time; 

                } 

            } 

            Vector3 force; 

 

            // Haptic feedback 

            if (isHaptics){ 

                CalculateEffectForce(kHapticPosition, mode, limit, force, 

plane); 

 

                hapticDevice.SetForce(force); 

            } 

             

            // Render left + right view 

            for (int i = 0; i < 2u; ++i) { 

                const int kHalfWidth (width / 2); 

                glViewport (i * kHalfWidth, 0, kHalfWidth, height); 

 

                glMatrixMode (GL_PROJECTION); 

 

                Matrix <4, 4> projection; 

                const float kViewAngleX(0.785f); //default:0.785f 
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                CalculatePerspectiveMatrix (projection, 

                    kViewAngleX / ratio, 

                    ratio, 

                    0.001f, 

                    1.0f); 

                glLoadMatrixf (projection.GetData ()); 

 

                // Image changes when hitting retina 

                if (isVisualWarn){ 

                    if (kHapticPosition(2) <= 0.0){ 

                        textureManager.BindTexture(kEyeHitID); 

                    } 

                    else{ 

                        textureManager.BindTexture(kEyeTextureID); 

                    } 

                } 

                 

                if (showPosOutput){ 

                    // get position haptic device 

                    float xpos = kHapticPosition(0); 

                    float ypos = kHapticPosition(1); 

                    float zpos = kHapticPosition(2); 

                    cout << "x: " << xpos << " y: " << ypos << " z: " << 

zpos << "\n"; 

                } 

                glMatrixMode (GL_MODELVIEW); 

 

                Matrix <4, 4> pose; 

                CalculatePoseMatrix (i, kDistance, pose); 

                glLoadMatrixf (pose.GetData ()); 

                 

                /*// Auditory feedback 

                if (isAudio){    

                    //if (kHapticPosition(2) <= 0.005){ 

                        //soundPlayer.play(); 

                        //while (soundPlayer.Playing){ 

                            

//sf::sleep(sf::milliseconds(kHapticPosition(2)*10e4)); 

                        //} 

                        //audioThread.launch(); 

                    //} 

                }*/ 

                 

                // Visual feedback 

                if (isVisual){ 

                    // draw feedback circle 

                    glBegin(GL_LINE_LOOP); 

                    const float DEG_TO_RAD = 3.141592 / 180.0; // 

(2pi*r)/360 

 

                    // get position haptic device 

                    float xpos = kHapticPosition(0); 

                    float ypos = kHapticPosition(1); 

                    float zpos = kHapticPosition(2); 

 

                    if (zpos < 0.01 && zpos > 0.0){ // only between retina 

and 0.01 

                        float points = 24; 

 

                        for (int i = 0; i < points; i++) 

                        { 
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                            float phi = i * (360 / points) * DEG_TO_RAD; 

 

                            float x0 = xpos; //kHapticPosition(0); 

                            float y0 = ypos; 

                            float z0 = zpos; 

 

                            float r = 2 * abs(z0); 

 

                            // limit radius of circle 

                            r = r > 0.05 ? 0.05 : r; 

                            // Paint circle on screen 

                            glVertex2f(x0 + r*cos(phi), y0 + r*sin(phi)); 

                        } 

                    } 

                    glEnd(); 

                } 

                glEnable (GL_TEXTURE_2D); 

                plane.Draw (); 

                glDisable (GL_TEXTURE_2D); 

                 

                glPushMatrix(); 

                glTranslatef(kHapticPosition(0), kHapticPosition(1), 

kHapticPosition(2)*scaling); 

                kHapticRotation.SetOpenGlRotation(); 

                glTranslatef(0.0035f, 0.0045f, 0.0f); // default z=0.1302 

x=0.0007 y=0.0026 for scalpel, depends on stl file/model measurements 

(0.0055 0.015) 

                glRotatef(180.0f, 1.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f); 

                glRotatef(90.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f); 

                glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, Colors::kWhite);                 

                glMaterialf(GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, 10.0f); 

                                 

                reader.Draw(); 

                glPopMatrix(); 

            } 

 

            glfwSwapBuffers (window); 

            glfwPollEvents (); 

        } 

        glfwDestroyWindow (window); 

        glfwTerminate (); 

        if (isLogging){ 

            logfile.close(); // Close log file 

        } 

    } 

    exit (EXIT_SUCCESS); 

} 

 

 

 

 

 


